
Comparative Civilizations 12 – Term 1 Test Review Prompt Sheet 

 These are some of the terms and ideas that may help remind you of what we have studied 

     in Term One in preparation for the Term 1 Multiple Choice Test which is out of  90 marks! 

 

Defining civilization 

 

Gordon Childe's urban hypothesis   3 aspects of a definition of civilization 

 

Pre-civilization 

 

Natural Selection theory  artifacts are? ►Where are the three best places to find them?  

 

Radio-carbon dating Australopithicus  Neanderthal's fate?          Stone Age Venuses 

 

Mary Leakey's find why cave paintings are where they are     Neolithic Revolution  

 

Cradle of Civilization 

 

 Ziggurats: building style, what purpose, most famous? Uruk  cuneform       

 

Epic of Gilgamesh  Garden of Eden Assyrian handout 

 

Michael Wood's lesson: Sumerians environmental mistake + what Gilgamesh represented 

 

Sumerian's art indicates what human emotions               stele  

 

Hammurabai's code of law           two famous rivers found in Mesopotamia  

 

Egypt  

 

Gift of the Nile?  Nilometers  two things pharoah represented   

 

Imhotep, Djoser and Saqqara three great pyramids names at Giza: what kingdom period? 

 

colours of crowns of pharoahs and what they represented purpose of obelisks    schwaptis 

 

how egyptians painted and men's and women's colours: why?         mourning ritual   

 

anthropomorphic definition mummification process and time to completion?    canopic jars 

  

Important gods: Isis, Osiris, Horus, Amon, Re, Anubis, Seth, Thoth - roles?  feather/heart? 

 

Valley of the Queens and Kings Hatshepsut's significance and her death by who/why? 

 

Important pharoahs legacy: Akhenaton, Tutankamen, Ramses II.          Howard Carter  

 

decline of pharoah: why? Nefertiti              Hieroglyphics  Rosetta Stone 

 

Michael Wood's  three video themes?  Cult of the Dead three ideas (eternal soul . . .) 

 

Powerpoint handout notesheet: review it!          Johnston’s Journeys stories! 

 

Israelites 

 

Yahweh Israel means?     Five ways scholars view the bible's significance    

 

Abraham's covenant with God,    Moses: warnings to pharoah and scientific explanations, 

 

Ark of the Covenant: what is it, who took it?      Red Sea parting theories,  

 

Most important commandment , Solomon's a busy king,       Wailing Wall's importance?  

 

Diaspora Israelites Power  Point  Johnston’s Journeys stories! 


